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The most enduring appeal of a mobile learning application is to enrich a curriculum regardless a specific domain of study. Mobile technology is a very versatile industry with quick connection to any untethered requirements coming from the realm of teaching activities. This article is dedicated to transfer a general understanding of concepts linked to a statistics course wrapped with a good knowledge and practice about programming languages used in mobile devices. For this objective we are starting a quest for finding relevant references through scientific articles regarding the main practically intertwined features between statistics, programming languages and teaching activities. We are trying to show that developing an Android mobile application is a practical solution that, in a simultaneously way, helps teachers to do a better teaching and evaluating activities and, besides that, speaking about students, we explain that reading, understanding and solving specific issues is a key target. We find that scientific community involved into m-learning subject is convinced that a higher exam scores is obtained, against traditional methods of doing lessons, when an evaluation regarding learning activity occurs. This paper contains the salient facts about creating an Android mobile application considering basic concepts taken from econometrics.
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1 Introduction
A study conducted by Zahra [1] reveals the relationship between teaching lessons with large utilization of mobile devices and students’ motivation for doing a better learning activity. Their results show that entanglement between students’ ideas were in a positively correlation with the situations where technology of mobile devices was used. The fact that a mobile device is a cheaper acquisition than a desktop or laptop computer and offers connectivity with wireless network anytime and anywhere is certainly an important cause to this trend revealed by many scientific research papers. This mobile attitude shift is a source for considering a new age of learning on-the-go or just-in-time learning by Zoraini [2]. A possible explanation came from Barbaux [3] who observed that young generation born simultaneously with new digital technology. New educational applications were developed for mobile devices because these products bring certain improvements about reading and writing students’ skills, more attention when solving problems, better memory and a positive attitude about readiness to trust in his/her own powers.

Between active learning and working actively could be a diversity of approaches but the point of intersection is considered to be that students [4] are engaged to complete certain requirements. From study written by [5] conducted us the conclusion that generating and then analyzing statistical data is the main source to improve understanding of the statistical concepts. If we are using regression analysis build with a mobile device then we create a dynamic lesson that could increase the focus of a learner. The findings described here could be used to help readers designing a similar mobile project to ensure a better content for statistical educational purpose.

The paper is structured, as follows. The first section is a general introduction to this domain and explains the objective of this paper. The second section is a review of scientific literature that describes connections between other research efforts linked to our specific objective, especially those regarding m-learning and econometrics. The third section presents the methodology that we used for this research and shows an Android application using Java language. In this
section we show the general architecture of our application and theoretical concepts about exploratory analysis with econometrics. The fourth chapter explains a personal study correlated with a software model to help solving and understanding statistical characteristics of a variable and linear regression. In the first paragraph of this section, appointed by 4.2, we introduce basic mathematics formulas used in our application. In the second paragraph, appointed by 4.2, we show with specific details how we design our mobile application concerning architecture, logical and physical implementation and a general view about using tools for developing apps inside Android Studio. In the fifth chapter we explain why a cumulative approach for both academic branch studied at our university, econometrics and language programming for mobile devices, could be a better solution to develop practical lessons. In the sixth chapter we deploy our conclusions and details about other directions that we intend to follow regarding our master project.

2 Literature review

For an experience about how to use and produce useful results from the study of econometrics using m-learning we mention general considerations described in the literature [6]. Working actively is a must for any student and requires skills to complete an oral and written presentation, working in a team and self-evaluation. There are specific activities like answering and elaborating questions, solving problems, searching through scientific articles and attending to relevant meetings where other colleagues or teachers are involved in the similar projects. Other article, written by [7], identifies a new educational framework where the teacher is not a main source and the student is not a destination when we speak about knowledge. Here we find a description for a mobile software tool named FTOOL (Two Dimension Frame Analysis Tool) with practical implementation for an engineering course named Structural Analysis I of the 3h year in the Faculty of Engineering of the University of Porto. This study shows the important role of the mobile multimedia interactive resources related to a proper response against the failure of student’s performance. For an economic goal about regression calculus, a research conducted by Tilca [8] shows the way concerning how to evaluate the rank of a business using a developed mobile Android application. This paper [8] explains the process of developing an Android software application with an exception of the publishing step. An interesting research finished by [9] reveals how to create an educational platform, what could be loaded even by a mobile device, to optimize the performance of a life-long learning activity. From the presented examples is easy to see the cross-disciplinary characteristics of doing a research that involves teaching and evaluation related with any subject of knowledge. There are three factors influencing m-learning, according with [10], which could be synthesized remembering the features of the mobile devices, user’s preferences and educational advantage. About any mobile device is well known that usability, functional and technical aspects refer to instant information at different locations, quickly search, no restrictions regarding time and position and gaining learning documents from various places. Learning mathematics with mobile learning opens new opportunities to develop an increasing motivation of studying econometrics. Using ANOVA [1] the level of teachers’ education and experience was correlated with a positive effect about students’ participation in Mathematics. The major results of research [1] explain that teachers of Mathematics are involved in deploying mobile devices for learning activities in Mathematics. Evaluation on mobile learning was examined [2] and learners (42.38%) have the opinion that an activity of learning with a mobile device will produce better results regarding their time – management. In percentage terms, a value of 45.06%, among learners, agreed that m-learning is meaning a good reason to stay focused much longer due to a minimum face-to-face interaction with their teachers and
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colleagues. From a pedagogical point of view [3] there are four foundation concepts consolidated around context, conversation, collaboration and confluence. The context is meaning that information has to be displayed in small units named ‘chunks’ to accept a smaller display, specific processing power of mobile phones and students’ shorter times for learning. A conversation could be a dialogue between students teaching personnel inside a space with multiple attributes for sharing understandings, testing hypotheses and making productive a virtual environment. Cooperation is a sum of activities generated by putting together many collaborative tasks to create a community, a new identity to achieve common goals. A confluence of different inputs like web sites, emails, TV channel, RSS feeds provide the chance to determine a higher speed of information and more random access. This heterogeneous environment maintains a vision of ‘constellated’ resources where tasks completed by students would supplementary added to each other the most relevant options. Maintaining the students focused is a goal [11] mentioned as a primary target in BUEN for learning analytics because feedback make a quality difference when we speak about educational process. Using regression analysis is mentioned by [12] when a research team studied how children’s math achievement in different classes could be related with gender and race. A phenomenon frequently discussed is about adults’ participation rates correlated with non-formal educational activities [13] and the conclusion is that public sector attracts learners because more qualitative services, socialization and making new friends. On the other hand, the private sector attracts candidates willing to learn because those people expressed a genuine fear not to lose a job. Another example of using econometric analysis upon mobile internet statistics was made by [14] regarding two basic trends such as Mobile-friendly algorithm update and Mobile-first index. They concluded that the market maturity have a major controlling influence on how the Internet is used based on the data published in November 2016 by StatCounter. According to this independent Web analytics, mobile platforms [14] have a rapid growth considering traffic generated by monitored web pages. A research about designing learning environments with the help of mobile devices has worthwhile to be mentioned due to a great interest allocated to build a technology roadmap that assures effectiveness, productiveness [15] and those aspects will generate a high quality of education. When we consider the domain of language learning it is a major contribution from a research team [16] with their noticeable paper work in this field. They remark that a mobile device ensures a great impact for learners because the target language has a continuous relationship with them. Any learner that use a mobile device as a tool could be seen in a dual perspective by reason of joining two well-known statement such as learning from mobile and learning with mobile. This point of view was analyzed by [17] in a research paper whose magnifying effort build a delimitation between using a mobile device to deliver learning materials and, a second situation, when a mobile device assures a higher level of thinking skills.

3 Methodology
This study was realized to establish how to create a mobile solution (targeting Android platform) to emulate practical lessons about econometrics, like describing quantitative variables and making prediction using regression analysis. When we speak about quantitative variables it is important to explain those methods that measure location and variability of them, such as mean, sample variance, standard deviation and the coefficient of variation if we want to be able to perform exploratory analysis. This practical approach is required when we desire to compare different groups of values previously allocated to a series of instances regarding to the same procedure or event. For regression analysis we consider the least squared method to calculate simple linear regression. With
simple linear regression we foresee scores on one variable, named criterion variable and referred with Y, using another variable, named predictor variable and referred with X. This procedure creates a straight line between Y and X.

For this research, we combine a practical approach with a theoretical one. The students have to develop programming skills for Android platform using Java programming language. It is created around the Linux kernel and applications are written in Java and the packaged together with any data a resource files. There is a different virtual machine named Dalvik which is registered based instead using a stack conception as standard Java VM. For Dalvik method we know that every time an android app is running, JIT (Just in time compilation) process is launched and the code required is going to be translated to the machine code. There is a new approach named ART desired to be a replacement to run time called Dalvik. This new method ART was introduced experimentally in the 4.4 release KitKat. The main difference between Dalvik and ART starts from the fact that ART method implies a supplementary compilation of the Dalvik code into a system dependent binary therefore will be no time needed for JIT compilation allocated every time when an app is running. The main component of an Android app is based on a single screen with a specific interface called Activity. Every application could have several activities, a single thread design and functions events oriented. The platform of Android was well equipped with a modern IDE ready to execute completion, analysis and refactoring of code. Any package application could be build, test and run using a virtual device manager that emulates common Android devices. The file format for any Android package designed to be used onto Google’s Android OS is named apk. The application is written with the help of Java programming language and debugging is completed by android Debug Monitor. For those who prefer other alternatives to Java language and Google’s tools there are different choices remembered here: Appcelerator with JavaScript, Cordova for HTML5 or MonoGame and Xamarin used with C#. A complete list to these alternatives could be found reading Fowler [18].

4 Case Study

4.1 Application description

For our project we create a software model to support solving and understanding statistical characteristics of a variable and linear regression. The last one is used to define a statistical relationship between a variable Y and X which could be emulated using the equation \( Y_i = a + b \times X_i \). For a quantitative variable the average is a typical value of a sample population and could be calculated with well-known formula for the arithmetical mean. The sample variance is represented by the sum of all squared differences, between the value of a variable at one moment of time and the arithmetical mean, divided by an amount of one subtracted from the size of the population. This statistical characteristic is the most common way to describe the variability of a variable. The main unfavorable quality of the sample variance is the fact that it uses squared values of the variable. For that reason we use the standard deviation which is calculated using the square root of the sample variance. The formula for the sample variance is shown in (1) and the formula for the standard deviation is presented in (2).

\[
S^2 = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n}(x_i - \bar{x})^2}{n-1} \quad (1)
\]

\[
s = \sqrt{S^2} = \sqrt{\frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n}(x_i - \bar{x})^2}{n-1}} \quad (2)
\]

\( x_i \) are the values of the variable and \( n \) is the size of the population. Another unfavorable quality of using the sample variance is the fact that the variability cannot be translated between different units reported for the variable. In this case we use the coefficient of the variation which is the ratio of the standard deviation to the arithmetical mean of the population. On the other hand, the regression analysis is a method frequently used in statistics where the objective is to correlate values of an independent variable, named here
X, with a dependent variable Y, trying to extract the average change of the Y for one unit change in X. The type of link between Y and X is a statistical relationship not a functional one. The statistical relationship between Y and X is not known. For a functional link the relationship between Y and X is generated using a known formula. The general equation accepted, for a statistical link, is shown in the following formula that can be written: \( Y_i = a + b \times X_i \). This link is considered simple because we have only two variables. For an equation \( y = f(x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_i) \) we say that the link is multiple. When difference for two consecutive values of Y and X have the same sign we say that the link is direct or positively correlated between X and Y, otherwise we name it an inverse determination or negatively correlated. The formula is used when the link is linear but we could also find a situation where there is no linear correlation. It is possible to insert and to modify the properties for any object selected ensuring that the main purpose of the software application is achieved. The objective treated in our paper is linked to regression analysis. Our software task is to find the coefficient named \( a \) and \( b \) from this equation. The common notation for the above equation is:

- \( Y_i \) refers to the outcome or dependent variable Y
- \( X_i \) refers to the predictor or independent variable X

We know that such a link could be solved using the system presented in (3) where the coefficient named \( n \) refers to all pairs of values \((Y_i, X_i)\).

\[
\begin{align*}
na + b \sum x_i &= \sum y_i \\
ap + b \sum x_i^2 &= \sum x_i y_i
\end{align*}
\]  

(3)

The system of equations used to determine the coefficients named \( a \) and \( b \). To test the strength between variable Y and X we choose to calculate the correlation coefficient \( R \), named Pearson using the formula shown in (4).

\[
R = \frac{n \sum x_i y_i - \sum x_i \sum y_i}{\sqrt{(n \sum x_i^2 - (\sum x_i)^2)(n \sum y_i^2 - (\sum y_i)^2)}}
\]  

(4)

How does the Pearson's Correlation Coefficient (R) explain the statistical relationship between Y and X? If this correlation coefficient is closer to 1 then we have a stronger positive linear relationship between variables Y and X. If the correlation coefficient is closer to 0 then we have a weaker linear relationship.

4.2 Application implementation

This paper explains how to develop an Android application with Android Studio for a generic econometric purpose considering that interpretation of results is the most important objective. The development process starts with an idea and its requirements. Prototyping a user interface is meaning that we desire to show how the user would work. Developing an app begins with a layout which contains string resources and menu items written using the Extensible Markup Language (XML). Every activity must be declared in the manifest file. At the end we will choose a build configuration and assemble the final APK (package file). The basic architecture of the process of development using Android Studio is presented in Figure 1.

![Creating Layout
Writing source code
Registering activities
Building configuration
Testing, Debugging

Fig. 1. The process of development for an application using Android Studio
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Every process of development begins with a thought or a plan for a possible software project and could be assimilated with a picture in the mind. This stage involves market and science research. The starting idea progresses and a new state appears in which the main focus is located upon building the user interface. Creating the layout is meaning that we place UI elements and use the Extensible Markup Language (XML) to assign string resources required by every item stored into Android project. Writing the source code is completed using Java language by using testing and debugging tools. Declaring every activity in the manifest file is compulsory. Creating a default or a custom building configuration should be a choice correlated with the project’s version. The final APK could be now assembled and this is the final stage when the product is transferred to the end-user. The project structure is organized using groups according to preset Android view established by the Android Studio environment. These groups are presented in Figure 2.

These groups help the user to navigate more easily between source files of the project. The first group is called manifests and contains the AndroidManifest.xml file. This file offers a bridge between the software application and Android operating system. It contains information about Android version, access permissions and all components included in the application. The second group operates with the Java source code files grouped by package names and its name is java. The main activity declared by AndroidManifest.xml file is the Java class named MainWindow. This class contains the Java code required to manage all the activities connected to this application. The main function is to load primary user interface with a connection to a SQLite database. Every package, from group named java, has own module for specific build configuration named build.gradle. The third group creates a special folder to all non-code resources such as bitmap images, different strings and XML layouts and we recognize it with the name of res. When the app is started it runs in its own protected memory using a private virtual machine, so there is a high level of isolation against other apps. According to this behavior, this software project has a link only to those components that supplies all data requested by the app. An entity-relationship model (ER) is required to understand connections between entities types located in the database. This ER is presented in Figure 3.

Fig. 2. The application components
From Figure 3 we observe that every sample group owns a group of $n$ variables $(Y_i, X_i)$ and we could say that the cardinalities of sample group and linear regression are $n$ and 1 respectively. There is a default solution in Android Studio to explore relationships between entities if we install plug-in named Code Iris. With this plug-in we obtain the following image presented in Figure 4. The black arrows from figure 4 are a reference to the fact that a new instance of DatabaseProject class is created at the level of the method onCreate for each class that extends AppCompatActivity. There is no support from this tool to find a graphical scheme correlated with the chain between activities inside application.

The class DatabaseProject creates the tables according to entity-relationship model. This class extends the class SQLiteOpenHelper because we are using SQLite as a default local database. The relationship between the table Reglin and Regcomp is the primary key named Id and this key is shown in Figure 3 inside rectangle named ID Sample. Returning to MainWindow class, depicted in Figure 2, we envision a layout where user chooses an option according to his desire.
Figure 5 presents the main window for the mobile application where user chooses an option to see how to solve theoretical aspects of the subject. There is a preview, in the Figure 5 at the right side, about one stage required when we speak about building the user interface such as when we create layout design with Android tools. The user interface selected to support inserting pairs of values \((Y_i, X_i)\) is presented in Figure 5, right. In order to store pairs of values \((Y_i, X_i)\) in tables of rows and columns we select SQLite database engine. This SQLite database solution offers the following facilities: no server backend, transactional and self-contained structure meaning that no other components are required. The class used to manage database is named SQLiteDatabase and all interactions starts from an instance of SQLiteOpenHelper that handles basic operations with the database. After a successfully saving of a pair of values \((Y_i, X_i)\) the blinking arrow of cursor restore its first position to enter a new data allocated to variable named X. Meanwhile, the previous content for variable Y was emptied and the value of textbox allocated to total number of records was increased with one unit. If the user chooses from the main menu the first option then a new layout is activated. This new layout shows all calculations regarding the coefficient named \(a, b\) and the Pearson’s correlation coefficient \((R)\), as presented in Figure 6, at the left side.
If the user wants to modify or delete a pair of value \((Y_i, X_i)\) then a single click over a selected item from the list – object shown in figure 6 left is required. After this event the previous layout shown in figure 7 left will be restored with minor adjustments. The button named Save record will be renamed with Update record and a new button called Delete record will be activated. In this way the whole range of operations, insert – update – delete, were implemented in this Android project. The option named Delete All Records, shown in figure 6 left, delete all records from the database allocated to this project and the textbox labeled with generic name Total records will be cleared and a default 0 – value will be displayed. The last option from the main menu, shown in figure 6 left, called Demo records delete all rows and insert automatically 14 pairs of records values \((Y_i, X_i)\).

5 Interpretation
The students who teach with a hands-on training based on this Android project have the opportunity to learn how to develop an Android application at the same time with simulating an economic experience of a well-known statistical method like linear regression. This approach could be seen as a method to increase knowledge by one addition after another in a cumulative manner for both academic branch studied at a university as we mention before: Econometrics and Programming Languages for Mobile Devices. Every student could be involved into a small or large project to develop a new project starting from a previous hands-on experience emulated during the classroom hours.

For our research, we consider there are at least two approaches for cross-disciplinary learning:
- The students will apply some concepts on another domain (like developing a mobile application used for econometrics);
- The students will use an application that helps them to learn some concepts by applying their current knowledge (like learning econometrics using their basic field of knowledge).

In this case study we will approach the first method: to develop an Android application for a generic econometric purpose considering that interpretation of results is the most important objective. This also represents a starting point for the second approach: an m-
learning application.
Figure 7 presents the components involved in this kind of cross-disciplinary learning: inputs, processing and outputs. The most important part of this architecture is given by the students that combine several fields in order to achieve the results. The inputs are represented by application specifications and econometrics knowledge. The result of this process is represented by a mobile learning application.

In order to achieve this objective (to learn different topics from other fields by using their current knowledge and skills), every input has to be well prepared. This requires a rigorous approach. Every process of development begins with a thought or a plan for a possible software project and could be assimilated with a picture in the mind. This stage involves market and science research. The starting idea progresses and a new state appears in which the main focus is located upon building the user interface.

The specifications of the mobile learning application should include UI guidelines based on researches on related to quality metrics based on user experience. The results of this process have to be assessed. This requires measuring the initial knowledge related to the econometrics field and the knowledge after the application was developed. Also, the students will use the mobile learning application in order to improve their level of knowledge. We define the progress indicator ($P_i$) to measure the progress made by the students at a moment of time ($i$):

$$ P_i = \frac{F_k_i - I_k}{I_k} $$  \hspace{1cm} (5)

In (5), $F_k_i$ represents the assessment result after the classes, and $I_k$ represents the result of the initial assessment. $F_k$ can be improved in time by using the developed application. The values of $P_i$ range from 0 to 1. This is a relative indicator that has to be correlated with other indicators used for students' assessment. The proposed mobile learning solution is developed for Android platform. At this stage, the application's specifications are refined by following and testing the current steps and by developing UI related metrics. Several metrics presented in [19], such as mode of interaction (MI), drivability (D) or command speed (CS), will be used, as a starting point, to measure the application quality level.

The students who teach with a hands-on training based on this Android project have the opportunity to learn how to develop an Android application at the same time with simulating an economic experience of a well-known statistical method like linear regression. This approach could be seen as a method to increase knowledge by one addition after another in a cumulative manner for both academic branch studied at a university as we mention before: econometrics and mobile applications development. Every student could be involved into a small or large project to develop a new project starting from a previous hands-on experience emulated during the classroom hours.
We consider that knowledge accumulated during the course dedicated to learn about programming languages using mobile devices could be a better choice to manage an individual project targeting other courses like those where statistical methods are studied, instead using common solutions known as spreadsheet software. From a reverse point of view, the programming languages of mobile devices correlated with a rich experience gained at any course based on statistical methods will be a real advantage to any student and teacher (Figure 8).

6 Conclusions and future work
The final scope of this paper was attained by developing an m-learning Android application in order to ensure a better education according with the latest research caused by the useful utility of mobile devices in learning activities as we mention it. Teaching should have a triggering role for a better understanding, if students explain theory or how to solve practical problems to each other, not only for who is receiving knowledge but, also, to the student who is playing the role of a teacher. We think that learners need to be highly motivated to ensure a genuine attention during courses.

The following objectives will be considered to improve this current work:
- developing an application that assures more functionalities;
- generating automatically more default samples;
- searching from m-learning community a general view about those activities that really produce improvements for organizational model.

A great challenge for future directions about this work lies in developing a complex logical model to study m-learning capability regarding other exploring statistical methods like sample variance and standard deviation. Using cross-disciplinary learning approach allows teachers to generate immediate value and to manage a framework for collaboration. Another research direction will be the study the second approach for cross-disciplinary learning: to improve the m-learning application in order to help students to learn some concepts by applying their current knowledge. This requires identifying several metrics and characteristics related to these applications.
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